These restrictions go into effect at 12:01 a.m. on Tuesday, October 18, 2011 until further notice.

1. **BWCAW CAMPSITE CLOSURE:** It is prohibited to be upon BWCAW campsites and areas which are posted closed and included in the closure area.

2. **AFFECTED AREA:** The Following campsites/areas/entry points of the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness are closed.

   **Wilderness Travel Zones**
   
   #221   #231   #271   #341  
   #222   #261   #281  

   **Entry Points**

   #30 Lake One (travel allowed only on Kawishiwi River)   #34 Island River  
   #35 Isabella Lake   #36 Hog Creek  
   #37 Kawishiwi Lake

   **Hiking Trail Entry Points**

   #38 Sawbill Lake (travel to east only)   #67 Bog Lake  
   #75 Little Isabella River   #84 Snake River  

3. **AFFECTED ROAD CLOSURE:** The road described below is included in this closure.

   **FR377** (Tomahawk Road) from the intersection of FR377 and 379 east to Forest Center.